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Microsoft Private Cloud Foundation Deployment Kit Engagement Management Guide



The Private Cloud Foundation Deployment Kit from Microsoft can help Microsoft partners by:  Accelerating practice development by providing best practices for planning and delivering a Private Cloud solution based on Microsoft Virtualization technologies.  Reducing training costs by providing methodologies for delivering Server Virtualization scenarios.



Introduction This Engagement Management guide is designed for practice managers, sales roles, project managers, licensing-related roles, and any other consulting roles that will be involved in the delivery of Private Cloud solutions based in Microsoft Virtualization technologies. This document Provides guidance on planning and managing a Server Virtualization engagement. This Engagement Management Guide is one of six modules that are a part of the Microsoft Private Cloud Foundation Deployment Kit that is based on the framework that Microsoft Consulting Services has leveraged to deliver Server Virtualization for several years in over 82 countries.



 Lowering risk by providing real-world examples of problems and solutions encountered by Microsoft architects and consultants. This Private Cloud Foundation Deployment Kit is for:  Consulting Services management, sales, and delivery roles.  Software and Hardware vendors looking to understand how a Private Cloud is deployed.  Licensing and resellers interested in sizing and scoping Private Cloud agreements.
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Engagement Process Flow For Server Virtualization and Private Cloud deployments, Microsoft breaks down the phases for the following services delivery model. Each of these phases provides key guidance towards the delivery of the core platform and the services envisioned for the solution. The following phases are critical to a successful Server Virtualization engagement.



Delivery Phases Envision



Plan



Build



Stabilize



Deploy



Pre-engagement Phase This phase allows delivery team members to familiarize themselves with specific details of a customer’s situation. This should include guidance to delivery and engagement managers on how to deliver the content and how to staff the engagement. In addition, a project kickoff would be performed during this phase to set the tone for the project. During this kickoff, a comprehensive questionnaire is required to assist with assessing the customer’s environment and determining core requirements. Envisioning Phase This phase sets the tone and expectations for the rest of the engagement and helps to identify any hurdles, risks, or issues that may exist within the organization. It helps to drive a common vision around the solution concept within the team (partner and customer) and helps to initiate any necessary approvals, tasks, or processes that may exist on the customer end. In this phase of the engagement, one would perform documentation of risks and create envisioning deliverables for the customer’s consumption. Planning Phase The planning phase is by far the most important phase within the project. It defines specifically how the solution will be deployed. This phase takes the information gathered during the envisioning phase and starts to mold a potential solution. Business objectives and requirements are merged with product and process solutions, and potential solutions are detailed and tested to become the foundation of the final architecture and design. To be successful, customers must be provided with server-virtualization
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architectural guidance, a comprehensive project plan, and test-lab documentation. Build Phase During this phase, all aspects of the solution are built and tested at a component level. This allows the team to validate assumptions that were made during the planning phase in a test-lab environment and provides customer training and knowledge transfer as part of the build process. The primary deliverable from this phase is guidance on the installation and configuration of various services required by the customer. These services include the server-virtualization platform and the key technologies required for the different scenarios. Stabilize Phase This phase involves pre-deployment testing and validation. It ensures that the solution will not only meet the needs of the customer, but also avoid any negative impact on the production environment. It is important to provide the customer with the necessary training and documentation for the ongoing support and operation of the server-virtualization platform and the virtualized workloads themselves. Deployment Phase This phase is focused on providing assistance with pilot preparation and deployment of the overall solution developed in previous phases. During this portion of the project, the server-virtualization platform will be installed, configured, and tested, and all documentation will be finalized for a pilot deployment of the solution. Many service engagements that require many existing applications and processes to migrate over time will end prior to the completion of the full server-virtualization deployment, with the customer executing on the plan created in previous phases. Each of these phases serves as a stepping-stone toward developing the overall solution for the customer’s server-virtualization platform.



Scoping the Engagement Before the engagement begins, the project manager should make sure that the customer understands the engagement scope and that everyone has correct expectations.
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The engagement covers envisioning, planning, and developing a serverconsolidation project that uses virtualization as the consolidation method. This guidance leverages Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V R2, Virtual Machine Manager 2008 R2, and System Center Virtual Machine Manager Self Service Portal 2.0 for hosting, management, migration and Private Cloud functionality.



The Server Virtualization engagement phases can be delivered individually or as combined, sequential deliveries:  Proof of Concept: Perform it, and use the proof-of-concept



deliverable to sell the Planning and Deployment phase. This phase can also be sold along with the Planning and Deployment phase.  Planning and Deployment: Perform it, and use the planning



deliverables to sell the Full Migration phase.  Full Migration: This is a follow-up to the Planning and



Deployment phase. This engagement can also be sold along with the Planning and Deployment phase as an end-to-end engagement. Scenarios and Optional Components  Server Consolidation  Private Cloud



Private Cloud is built on the underlying virtualization and management infrastructure. It is expected a server consolation effort will form the foundation to the Private Cloud infrastructure in many cases.



Engagement Sizing Through the process of deploying hundreds of engagements, Microsoft Consulting Services has learned that pricing grouped into “bands,” rather than per server, has resulted in higher accuracy of scoping. This is because the complexity of architectures only varies when the number of servers and locations reaches a certain level. Once an engagement includes more than 1,500 servers or three sites, then incremental unit pricing can be applied
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based on the efficiency achieved by the systems integrator.



Server Virtualization engagements are sized based on the following:  Number of Private Cloud Services Offered is the different



number of ‘Service Roles’ (Virtual Machine templates), that are provided by the SSP 2.0. The SSP deploys Operating Systems by default. The provision of a service or application on top, or integration with hardware extensibility is considered an additional service.  Physical Servers in Scope is the number of physical servers the customer has requested that should be included in the scope of the engagement.  Engagement Size is based on the category for the largest variable. Engagement Size



Number of Private Cloud Services Offered



Physical Servers in Scope



Standard






1-200



Advanced



5 – 10



201-500



Enterprise



11 or more



501-1500*



Examples: Corresponding Server Customer Scenarios Virtualization with Advanced Management Size Customer A requests 100 servers This customer would be within a single datacenter and 50 classified as Advanced servers. The customer wishes to offer because of the different seven different service roles from their number of Private Cloud Private Cloud infrastructure included services offered. in the engagement scope. Customer B requests 1,150 servers This customer would be within a single datacenter to be classified as Enterprise included in the engagement scope. because the number of physical servers is greater
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than 500.



Customer C has 8,000 servers located in 10 datacenters, 22 branch offices, and 450 retail locations. At this time, the customer is only interested in determining how virtualization and Private Cloud can improve its development and testing environment of 150 servers located in the headquarters office. These are the only servers it would like to be included in the engagement scope.



This customer would be classified as Standard because the scope is limited to less than 200 physical servers, even though the customer’s actual environment is much larger.



*Engagements greater than 1,500 servers within the scope can still be performed, but the guidance in the Microsoft Private Cloud Foundation Deployment kit should be complemented by expert virtualization architects or consultants who are delivering or supporting the engagement.



Engagement Pricing Proof of Concept: Sample Engagement Efforts (in Hours) Engagement Phase



Resources Required



Proof of Concept



Project Manager



Proof of Concept Only*



Architect



Proof of Concept Only*



Scenario



Engagement Size Std [8]



Adv [8]



Ent [8]



[80]



[80]



[80]



Planning and Deployment: Sample Engagement Efforts (in Hours) Engagement Phase Planning and Deployment



Resources Required Project Manager



Scenario



Consolidation and OS Private Cloud Service



Engagement Size Std 32



Adv 40



Ent 48
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Only Architect or Consultant Planning and Deployment



Project Manager



Architect or Consultant



Consolidation and OS Private Cloud Service Only EACH Additional Private Cloud Service EACH Additional Private Cloud Service



320



400



480



+2



+2



+2



+5



+5



+10



Full Migration: Sample Engagement Efforts (in Hours) Engagement Phase Full Migration



Resources Required Project Manager



Consultant



Full Migration



Project Manager



Scenario



Consolidation and OS Private Cloud Service Only Consolidation and OS Private Cloud Service Only EACH Private Cloud Service



Engagement Size Std 32



Adv 40



Ent 80



320



400



800



+4



+4



+4



Consultant



EACH Private +30 +30 +40 Cloud Service *Proof of Concept Only for Private Cloud includes the Installation and Configuration of SCVMM SSP 2.0 to deploy Operating Systems Only. It does not include development of other Service Roles.
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Engagement Pricing Examples: Example Engagement Pricing Scenario Customer B requests that 1,150 servers located in its single datacenter be included in the scope of an engagement that consists of Planning and Deployment, including server consolidation, and Private Cloud that includes the provision of 3 different services. Customer C has 8,000 servers located in 10 datacenters, 22 branch offices, and 450 retail locations. At this time, the customer is interested only in determining how virtualization can consolidate its development and testing environment, which consists of 150 servers located at its headquarters. This customer would also like to experiment with Private Cloud to service its technical business units. This would include the provision of 4 different services



Sample Pricing This engagement is classified as Enterprise Planning and Deployment because the number of physical servers is more than 500. Enterprise Planning and Deployment, plus 3 additional Private Cloud Services  Project Manager: 54 hours  Architect: 510 hours



The first component of the engagement is classified as Proof of Concept and Standard Planning and Deployment for the development and testing servers because the scope is limited to fewer than 200 physical servers, even though the actual environment is much larger. However, additional Project and Architect time would be added for the 4 additional Private Cloud Services. Proof of Concept:  Project Manager: 8 hours  Architect: 80 hours Standard Planning and Deployment:  Project Manager: 40 hours  Architect: 340 hours Full Migration  Project Manager: 40 Hours  Consultant: 440 Hours
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Engagement Resourcing A Server Virtualization engagement project team will typically consist of:   



An infrastructure and management architect A project manager Infrastructure and management consultants



Technical Skill Requirements The skill sets that are listed in the following table are recommended for members of the delivery team to deliver this offering successfully. Product



Windows Server 2003 SP2 or Windows Server 2008 (R2) Microsoft SQL Server® 2008 System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008 R2



Windows Server 2008 R2



Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V



System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008 R2 System Center Virtual Machine Manager Self Service Portal 2.0



Windows PowerShell



Required Skills Active Directory® directory services, Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), network tracing, and constrained delegation Installation and maintenance Installation, physical-to-virtual migration, library creation, template creation, and experience managing a minimum of five hosts. Active Directory, TCP/IP, network tracing and constrained delegation. Installation, management and backup Advanced deployment knowledge, virtual-machine creation and troubleshooting, template design, and maintenance Installation and Configuration. Private Cloud concepts. Advanced scripting used in SCVMM SSP 2.0 extensibility to deliver additional Private Cloud Services
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MDT 2010 or System Center Configuration Manager 2007 SP2



Integration of SCVMM SSP 2.0 with Microsoft deployment technologies for deployment of additional services. Understanding of Task Sequences and automated software deployment essential



The consulting resources will typically perform the full migration onto the virtualized infrastructure. These resources will require the skill sets that are listed in the following table to be able to deliver this phase successfully.



Product Windows Server 2008 R2



Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V



System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2008 R2



Required Skills Active Directory, TCP/IP, network tracing and constrained delegation. Installation, management and backup Advanced deployment knowledge, virtual-machine creation and troubleshooting, template design, and maintenance



Engagement Activities and Timelines Envision



Plan



Build



Stabilize



Deploy



A typical Server Virtualization engagement conducts the following activities over this sample timeline: Envision (typically two weeks) Week Tasks Kickoff, customer subject-matter-expert engagement, 1 stakeholder reviews
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Vision and scope, host sizing, planning, project baseline creation, business value assessment, and proposal to move forward



Expect a delay at this point if the deployment is not sold as a single project. The customer will need to review the proposal, obtain approval, and sign the Planning and Deployment Statement of Work. Planning (ranges from eight to 21 weeks) Weeks Tasks Architecture design, test-lab planning, test-matrix 1–4 development 2–4 Test-lab build and execution on test matrix Architecture review, build planning, application and 2–4 workload migration (deployment) planning Assessment and planning of operations procedures, 1–3 processes, and support team alignment (operations integration) Building (ranges from two to six weeks) Weeks Tasks Deploy the virtualization infrastructure pilot in one 2–6 datacenter with Private Cloud with no additional services Stabilize (ranges from two to six weeks) Weeks Tasks Certification of the production pilot versus established criteria, validation of operations integration, review of 2–6 migration (deployment) plan, proposal to move forward with deployment Expect a delay at this point if the deployment is not sold as a single project. The customer will need to review the proposal, obtain approval, and sign for the Deployment, producing the Deployment Statement of Work. Deployment (ranges from eight weeks to longer than one year) Weeks Tasks Migrate the physical servers to virtual machines The time impacts are: 8-52+ 



The number of candidates 12



    



The number of locations The number of optional components The customer’s timeline or dependencies The hardware availability The availability, skill set, and number of migration resources (partner, customer)



Additional Resources Below are several other resources available to accelerate building a Server Virtualization practice and delivering successful engagements.



Microsoft Solution Accelerators Microsoft provides tools and guidance to help you solve your deployment, planning, and operational IT problems. They are free and fully supported. Microsoft Assessment and Planning (MAP) Toolkit Download this network-wide inventory and assessment tool to determine the virtualization candidates for Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V and Application Virtualization. If your customer is currently running VMware, the toolkit now includes a VMware discovery feature that identifies alreadyvirtualized servers running under VMware that can be managed with System Center Virtual Machine Manager or which can be migrated to Hyper-V. Learn more at: http://technet.microsoft.com/enus/solutionaccelerators/dd537570.aspx?SA _CE=VIRT-MAP-WEB-SAT-2009-07-13 Offline Virtual Machine Servicing Tool 2.1 The Offline Virtual Machine Servicing Tool 2.1 has free, tested guidance and automated tools to help keep offline virtualized machines updated, without introducing vulnerabilities into your IT infrastructure. The tool combines the Windows Workflow programming model with the Windows PowerShell™ interface to automatically bring groups of virtual machines online, service them with the latest security updates, and return them to an offline state. Learn more at: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-
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us/library/cc501231.aspx?SA_CE=OVMST21-Release-VIRTPROD-2009-12-07



Infrastructure Planning and Design Guides for Virtualization Streamline your virtualization-infrastructure design processes with planning guidance from Infrastructure Planning and Design Guides for Virtualization. Each guide addresses a unique virtualization-infrastructure technology or scenario, provides critical architectural decisions to be addressed with available options, and supplies the means to validate design decisions to ensure that solutions meet the requirements of both business and IT stakeholders. Learn more at: http://technet.microsoft.com/enus/solutionaccelerators/ee395429.aspx



Microsoft.com In addition to the resources above, please visit http://www.microsoft.com to find resources for delivering Microsoft Server Virtualization technologies.
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© 2010 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. MICROSOFT CONFIDENTIAL. The information contained in this document represents the current view of Microsoft Corporation on the issues discussed as of the date of publication and is subject to change at any time without notice to you. This document and its contents are provided AS IS without warranty of any kind, and should not be interpreted as an offer or commitment on the part of Microsoft, and Microsoft cannot guarantee the accuracy of any information presented. The information in this document represents the current view of Microsoft on the content. MICROSOFT MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, AS TO THE INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT. The descriptions of other companies’ products in this document, if any, are provided only as a convenience to you. Any such references should not be considered an endorsement or support by Microsoft. Microsoft cannot guarantee their accuracy, and the products may change over time. Also, the descriptions are intended as brief highlights to aid understanding, rather than as thorough coverage. For authoritative descriptions of these products, please consult their respective manufacturers.
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